Disulfide formation and stability of a cysteine-rich repeat protein from Helicobacter pylori.
Helicobacter pylori cysteine-rich proteins (Hcps) are disulfide-containing repeat proteins. The repeating unit is a 36-residue, disulfide-bridged, helix-loop-helix motif. We use the protein HcpB, which has four repeats and four disulfide bridges arrayed in tandem, as a model to determine the thermodynamic stability of a disulfide-rich repeat protein and to study the formation and the contribution to stability of the disulfide bonds. When the disulfide bonds are intact, the chemical unfolding of HcpB at pH 5 is cooperative and can be described by a two-state reaction. Thermal unfolding is reversible between pH 2 and 5 and irreversible at higher pH 5. Differential scanning calorimetry shows noncooperative structural changes preceding the main thermal unfolding transition. Unfolding of the oxidized protein is not an all-or-none two-state process, and the disulfide bonds prevent complete unfolding of the polypeptide chain. The reduced protein is significantly less stable and does not unfold in a cooperative way. During oxidative refolding of the fully reduced protein, all the possible disulfide intermediates with a correct disulfide bond are formed. Formation of "wrong" (non-native) disulfide bonds could not be demonstrated, indicating that the reduced protein already has some partial repeating structure. There is a major folding intermediate with disulfides in the second, third, and fourth repeat and reduced cysteines in the first repeat. Disulfide formation in the first repeat limits the overall rate of oxidative refolding and contributes about half of the thermodynamic stability to native HcpB, estimated as 27 kJ mol(-1) at 25 degrees C and pH 7. The high contribution to stability of the first repeat may be explained by the repeat acting as a cap to protect the hydrophobic interior of the molecule.